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At the members’ meeting in November an
enthusiastic bunch turned up to volunteer for
the Ken Simpson memorial planting.
Despite the rocky area and dryness, the
plants have flourished.
Zoe Wilson, Ken’s partner, unveiled the
memorial plaque and was thrilled by the
plans that James Frazer presented for an
outdoor learning area beside the revegetation
plot.

November, the Friends have been waiting to
hear about plans and projects for the
extended reserve to be known as the Yellingbo
Conservation Area. I hope to have news for
you at the meeting. This edition of the He Ho
Herald is the last one for Sam, before Sam
and Welmoed drive away to discover more
about Australia. I believe that in 2016 they
will return to Holland. On behalf of everybody
may I say, thankyou so much.

At our next meeting on Sunday, 22nd March
another working bee will take place at 11
am. It will be a short project as James wishes
to take advantage of a volunteer force for
about an hour. From about 12 noon there will
be an opportunity to meet our guests for
the day, Healesville Sanctuary Director, Glen
Holland and Natalie Holland. There will be
an opportunity to hear from Glen, whose
wildlife conservation experiences are wide
ranging. They include work in Namibia, New
Zealand and South Australia.
Join us for a barbecue from 12 noon
onwards. Hear about the record breaking
Helmeted Honeyeater breeding season from
Bruce Quin, the exciting 2015 revegetation
plans from James Frazer and the nursery
news about our top quality operation from
Michelle Faram.
With a change in government in late

The next edition of the He Ho Herald will be
edited by Sandra Turnley. It will be a
welcome back to Sandra, who was the
previous editor. Since retiring from her
teaching position at Yellingbo P.S., Sandra
now has some extra time for the Friends and
the He Ho. As a volunteer supplementary
feeder Sandra has direct experiences with He
Hos and other wildlife, such as a Copperhead
Snake.

The big news this edition is the discovery of a
small group of wilddispersed Helmeted
Honeyeaters occupying a section of Yellingbo
Nature Conservation, of which last occupancy
records were the 1950s. The dispersal became
even more significant when, on the 22nd
January, I discovered a nest and eggs in 34
year old revegetation. To my knowledge, this
is the first recorded colonization and nesting
in a revegetation site by Helmeted Honeyeat
ers.

A key assumption of the Friends habitat
planting program over the past 25 years has
been that Helmeted Honeyeaters will be able
to use restored habitat, either as movement
corridors or colony sites. Although this is the
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first occupation event, it can give us great
confidence and help underpin our
assumptions about the role of revegetation in
the long term.

The new colony site is interesting for a
number of reasons. It is composed of small
patches of remnant vegetation and very large

paddock trees (Manna Gums and Mountain
Swamp Gums) surrounded by revegetation
ranging in age from 37 years to 3 years old.
Older plantings consist largely of overstorey
trees, in parts appearing ‘plantationlike’,
whilst the young plantings consist of a wider
suite of species and are dense and shrubby.
The Helmeted Honeyeaters are foraging
extensively in the plantationlike overstorey
plantings and remnant and nesting in the
young revegetation located between remnant
and old plantings. All vegetation appears in
good condition. I think this shows the great
potential of revegetation for bringing sites
online, when it is situated strategically to
build upon a healthy remnant overstorey.
Given the nesting in very young plantings, we
may be able to get results in the nearer term
when we can identify future sites benefiting
from strategic revegetation.

The new colony site includes a parcel of land
acquired for the Reserve in 2009, with the
generous assistance of the Judith Eardley
Save Wildlife Association.
This highlights the strategic importance of
this land parcel and The Friends lobbying
campaign for its acquisition.

The wild dispersal also further underscores
the importance of the supplementary feeding
program, demonstrating it is capable of
generating sufficient population pressure to
encourage dispersal.
I often field questions in my talks regarding
the potential risk of supplementary feeding
generating a large and dependent population
that is unwilling to disperse and poor at wild
foraging.
Our dispersed Helmeted Honeyeaters are Blue
Site birds and have been completely wild
foraging in this selfselected site.

All up, this has been a wonderful start to the
year. We have a substantial revegetation
program for this year, which will commence

When it doesn’t eat honey – of course!
We all know that honey is produced by bees
but, despite their name, the Australasian
group of birds called ‘honeyeaters’ never
actually eat it. This raises the interesting
question of what honeyeaters do eat and in
particular what is the natural diet of the
Helmeted Honeyeater.

Honeyeaters are known for feeding on foods
with high sugar content. These carbohy
drates are highenergy foods (a bit like red
cordial …) and you rarely see honeyeaters
sitting around taking life at a laidback pace.
However, we all need a balanced diet and
while what may be good for us isn’t
necessarily good for a honeyeater, they can’t 
and don’t  live entirely on sugary foods.

Interestingly, while we have a fair idea of
what Helmeted Honeyeaters naturally eat, we
still don’t really know much about the
proportions of various foods they require.

in Autumn. Bookings for planting days are
now coming in so if you have a community,
corporate or school group interested in a
planting day please put them in touch with
me.

Efforts have been made to document and
quantify it but – for reasons that will become
apparent – that has been extremely difficult.

But here’s a bit about what we do know.
Most of us have probably watched various
species of honeyeaters visiting flowers to
obtain nectar. But the story is more
interesting than simply that honeyeaters feed
on nectar, which actually provides only a
small portion of the diet of many species,
including the Helmeted Honeyeater.
Somewhat perversely, honeyeaters and bees
often compete to obtain nectar – which the
bees want to produce honey. This means
that, not only do honeyeaters not eat honey,
they could actually reduce its availability in
some cases!
Honeyeaters have been present on the
Australian continent for a very long time and
have evolved with the native flora. As a
consequence, trees and shrubs that are
Australian endemics are of particular
importance both directly for food and as

places to find food for most honeyeaters.

Ian Smales has had a lifelong passion for
reptiles, amphibians and birds and has
been self taught. He was employed at
Yellingbo by Fisheries and Wildlife from
1978 to 1987. He began the banding of

Helmeted Honeyeaters from 1983 and
developed an understanding of the bird
and its life style along with the history of
Helmeted Honeyeater studies.
Ian discovered the presence of
Leadbeaters Possum at Yellingbo as a
consequence of Helmeted Honeyeater
observations. Fortunately for the Friends
Ian was involved as a committee member
from July 1989, and in those early years
was the Friends scientific advisor.
He was employed at Healesville
Sanctuary from 1990 as Conservation
Biologist. He is an original member of the
Helmeted Honeyeater Recovery Team. Ian
completed his Masters Degree with the title
"Population ecology of the Helmeted
Honeyeater Lichenostomus melanops
cassidix: longterm investigations of a
threatened bird". Ian is now employed at
Biosis as Principal Zoologist.
Since 1989 the Friends have had an
extremely important confidant in Ian
Smales. He has always been available to
keep the Friends in touch with professional
advice and assistance.
R.A

Honeyeaters like the Eastern Spinebill and
New Holland or Yellowwinged Honeyeater are
frequently seen probing flowers to obtain
nectar and the processes of coadaptation has
seen the flowers of some Australian plants
and the bill and tongue structures, along with
behaviours, of some honeyeaters evolve in a
complimentary fashion. As a result,
honeyeaters are important pollinators of some
Australian plants. But what of the Helmeted
Honeyeater? Once they are adult the birds
are largely sedentary and even when they do
move about the landscape, they are
essentially confined to the creek and
floodplain vegetation. The dominant native
trees here are Manna Gum, Mountain Swamp
Gum and Swamp Gum and these appear to
be the primary sources of nectar used by
Helmeteds. But here is a problem. These
eucalypts flower in a highly variable manner.
Not only do they flower for rather short
seasons but they may also flower prolifically
in one year and then barely flower at all, or
very patchily, for a number of years. When
the trees do flower, Helmeted Honeyeaters
certainly gather to feed on the nectar, but the
nature of their flowering means that nectar
from these trees is a highly unpredictable
food source and not one that can possibly
support a stable population of honeyeaters for
generations.
So what else is available for a honeyeater to
eat? As it turns out quite a variety. In
addition to occasional nectar, eucalypts are
veritable sugar factories – if you know what to
look for and how to obtain it.
In 1980 David Paton published the results of
studies of various honeyeater species at two
locations in Victoria and documented their
use of three hitherto unnoticed sources of
sugars from eucalypts.
The first is manna. Manna is the sugary fluid
that exudes from damaged plant material and
later crystallizes. It consists of about sixty
per cent sugar, sixteen per cent water, some
minerals and twenty per cent pectin and
uronic acids.
The term ‘manna’ may refer to the unaltered

phloem sap that crystallizes or, following
feeding by insects to sap that has been
slightly altered due to the effects of salivary
enzymes of the insects.

Next is honeydew, which encompasses the
sugary secretions of nymphal stages of
various aphids, coccids and psyllids. These

into the trunks of Mountain Swamp Gums by
Leadbeater’s Possums.

The possums bite into the trunks to feed on
the sap but as they are nocturnal the birds
can feed on sap at the treewounds during
daylight hours.
If you or I was to try to find manna or
honeydew in any quantity we would find it
virtually impossible. Honeydew in particular,
is exuded in minute quantities but it occurs
on leaves, petioles, small branches and under
bark on the trunks of trees and apparently
honeyeaters have no trouble getting it. But
because it usually consists of minute smears
on the trees’ surfaces they must do a great
deal of active foraging to obtain it. In the
early years of the Helmeted Honeyeater
recovery program a number of students
undertook various important studies of the
birds. At least one made a valiant attempt to
document the foods used by the birds but she
found it impossible to measure these various
sugar sources in any meaningful way.

are all sapsucking insects (‘true bugs’) that
produce honeydew as a byproduct of their
feeding. The various species of these insects
are usually specific to particular host plants
and so the species involved are different but
the groups they belong to include the scale
insects and aphids well known to gardeners –
and ants! Honeydew consists of small
polysaccharides, usually tri to hepta
saccharides with some glucose, fructose or
sucrose and has almost no protein.

The third source is lerps, which are the
protective coverings produced by many
Australian psyllid insects. On eucalypts they
are often noticed as tiny white ‘igloos’ (up to 2
or 3 mm in size) scattered on the surface of
leaves. The tiny insects live under these
protective covers. Lerps are mostly
carbohydrate.
Interestingly, one source of sap and/or
manna that Helmeteds have been observed to
use on occasion is from the incisions made

In the late 1970s Boyd Wykes investigated
where Helmeteds foraged and the proportions
of time they spent doing so. At that time
there were still birds resident in Manna Gum
forests near Yellingbo township and at

Cardinia Creek. He found that within the
Manna Gum community the birds spent 51%
of their feeding activity gleaning from leaves
whereas in Swamp Gum or Mountain Swamp
Gum community they spent only 20%
foraging from leaves but a much greater
percentage foraging on and under bark.
These differences probably reflect the different
species of insects involved, different
responses by the trees in production of
manna and honeydew and probably also the
different structures of bark of these eucalypts
and the perching opportunities they offer the
birds.

All of this covers the energy requirements of
the birds’ diet but these various sources of
sugars offer virtually no protein. In one of
David Paton’s studies he found that non
breeding New Holland Honeyeaters collected
their protein requirements in about 10
minutes of insectfeeding per day, but spent
between 33% and 90% of the day obtaining

sugars to meet their energy requirements. To
obtain their protein needs Helmeted
Honeyeaters also feed on various arthropods
including a variety of insects and spiders
mostly found on the eucalypts and shrubs in
their habitats. At times when flying ants
swarm the birds can be seen hovering to
hawk ants from the air. Of course growing
chicks require far more protein that anything
else and they are fed almost entirely on
arthropods collected by adult birds.
From time to time Helmeteds vary their diet a
little. On a very few occasions I have seen
them eat the fruits of Smallleaf Bramble (or
Native Raspberry) and the small dark fruits of
Muttonwood trees.

Writing this I was reminded of the cartoon
published many years ago (below) and
reproduced with kind permission of Michael
Leunig. So, now you know they aren’t
honeyeaters next time I might write about
whether they wear helmets …

The 2014/2015 breeding season for Helmeted
Honeyeaters is drawing to a close and the
outcomes are extremely satisfying. This
reflects the dedicated work of volunteers and
staff of the various agencies working on the
Recovery Program.
The number of fledglings confirmed at
Yellingbo during 2014/2015 breeding season
to date betters by one the previous record
number of fledglings produced at Yellingbo for
a season during the lifetime of the Helmeted
Honeyeater Recovery Program (1989 –
present). The previous record of 45 fledglings
was set in 1995/96 breeding season.
The total population size is probably in excess
of 130 individuals and that is also a record,
eclipsing the previous record tally of 105. 128
individuals were confirmed as alive at
Yellingbo between midJanuary and mid
February 2015.

The Helmeted Honeyeater reintroduction area
of Cockatoo Swamp is where the largest
number of breeding pairs and fledglings has
been recorded; 11 and 24 respectively. One
pair at this site produced three fledglings
from a single nest during the 2014/2015
season, a feat they also achieved during the
previous breeding season.

Four of five captivebred Helmeted
Honeyeaters released at this site during
September 2014 have been confirmed as alive
there recently. Their survivorship and the
2014/2015 breeding season’s fledglings
contributed to over 70 individuals being

recorded at the site during the season.
An unwanted outcome was the successful
raising of a Pallid Cuckoo fledgling at this site
by Helmeted Honeyeaters. However, the
occurrence of cuckoo parasitism of Helmeted
Honeyeater nests at Yellingbo is low
considering the number that is around
Helmeted Honeyeater breeding territories
each year.

On 20th January (2015) a procedure was
conducted that aimed to assist maintaining
high genetic diversity in the captive colony.
Two six day old nestlings were taken from a
nest in the largest naturallyoccurring colony
at Yellingbo and substituted with one 4 day
old chick and one five day old nestling from a
Healesville Sanctuary nest. Whether or not
the captivebred nestlings fledged has not
been confirmed to date. However, the two
wildbred nestlings were fledged from a
captive nest by a pair of Yellowtufted
Honeyeaters.

During the last two breeding seasons,
releases of captivebred Helmeted
Honeyeaters at Yellingbo have largely
focussed at another section of the reserve.
The colony created with the October 2013
release has continued to grow following high
survivorship of that release group, successful
breeding during the 2014/2015 breeding
season and three of the four September 2014
releases persisting at this site to the present
(the fourth is still alive but resides
downstream of this site). Additionally, two of
the individuals translocated from Cockatoo
Swamp reintroduction area in May 2014 are
currently living at what can be regarded as
the reserve’s second release site.
A short distance downstream of the second
release site is a third reintroduction area that
was first used during the May 2014 trans
location. None of the translocated Helmeted
Honeyeaters stayed at this site, but it was
again used for the third release group of

September 2014. Eight of the nine birds that
made up that release group still occur at the
third reintroduction area and they have with
them the individual that emigrated from the
reintroduction site upstream.

Two breeding pairs formed at this
reintroduction site during the 2014/2015
breeding season and had bold, but
unsuccessful nest attempts. They would have
gained valuable breeding experience during
their nest attempts this breeding season and
it should be noted that successful breeding by
pairs at the second reintroduction area first
occurred during their second breeding
season.
To sum up the results of the September 2014
release of captivebred Helmeted Honeyeaters;
18 individuals were released at three different
reintroduction sites on two different creek
systems. 16 of those individuals have
survived for at least the next four months.
The October 2013 release has been a success
with 10 of those 12 birds still alive. Pre
release predator awareness training of
Helmeted Honeyeaters by Zoos Victoria staff
was conducted for the 2013 and 2014
releases and has apparently improved post
release survivorship of individuals compared
to that of many previous reintroduction at
tempts.

On the 9th of January 2015, James Frazer,
Environmental Coordinator for Friends of the
Helmeted Honeyeater, found 2+ Helmeted

This exciting finding highlights the
importance of the past revegetation in the
area and acquisition of the 3.2 ha private
property. Additionally, the Helmeted
Honeyeaters are telling us that they are
‘endorsing’ the restoration works at this
floodplain site!
Five of the six birds recorded at the
revegetated site have been sighted back at
their natal site, the Cockatoo Swamp
reintroduction area during mid  February
(2015). It is likely that at least some of them
will return to the habitat that is being
restored next breeding season, especially
considering it was both foraging and nesting
habitat during the 2014/2015 breeding
season!
Honeyeaters in revegetation planted by the
former Fisheries and Wildlife in 197980 and
understorey habitat planted more recently in
an adjacent section of the reserve. This latter
section was former piggery land purchased by
Judith Eardley Save the Wildlife Association
and the Victorian Government in 2009.

Since that significant day, six Helmeted
Honeyeaters were identified at the site and
comprised three of the 2013/2014 breeding
season fledglings and three of the 2014/2015
breeding season fledglings from the
reintroduction area of Cockatoo Swamp.
However, it is believed that there was at least
one more bird in the vicinity. Helmeted
Honeyeaters were last recorded in this area
during the 1950's.The distance between the
two sites is c. 2.0 km and it is likely that
competition at the Cockatoo Swamp
reintroduction area was the catalyst for this
group of Helmeted Honeyeaters dispersing to
what is the same creek system where
reintroduction sites 2 and 3 occur, though
3.5  4.0 kilometres downstream from them.
On 22nd January, James found a nest with
two eggs in 3 – 4 year old revegetation. (See
picture in the Coordinator's column)
The nest attempt failed at the egg or nestling
stage for reasons unknown. However, the pair
would have gained valuable experience from
this nest attempt, their very first.

Only two adult Helmeted Honeyeaters are
currently known from Bunyip State Park, but
they have produced two fledglings! The pair
comprises an eight yearold male and six
yearold female. Thank you to Andrew Fraser
who discovered the successful breeding
attempt.
Sincere gratitude is expressed to all
volunteers and agency staff who assist the
program in so many ways. Everyone’s efforts
have been rewarded by the Helmeted
Honeyeater’s having a most successful
2014/2015 breeding season!

Membership renewal
It’s that time of year again
Inside this newsletter you will find the
membership renewal form.
Member’s donations this year will go
towards new covers for the poly houses
which will need replacing after this
summer.

Membership renewal

Sunday 22nd March 2014
Depot Shed  YNCR
Meet at 11am for a short working bee around the Ken Simpson planting
then 12 noon for the BBQ.

We will provide meat, veggie burgers, tea, coffee, bread etc.
So we can cater, please ring the office on 5964 8341
Leave a message to let us know you are coming.
Please bring a salad or dessert to share, byo cups,
plate’s cutlery and perhaps a chair.
Afterwards there will be a short meeting to be followed by
Glen Holland Director Healesville Sanctuary
our Guest Speaker on
“Making Victorians the most Wildlife Friendly Citizens”

Time, interest and weather allowing a short walk of the Woori Yallock Creek
will be conducted.

Watering is always a priority over the summer
months and it can be quite stressful watching
the water levels in our storage tanks falling
rapidly, as we increase our water usage
during a long hot spell.
Bans or restrictions are often put in place for
pumping water from the creek, due to low
flow rates and there can be no rain in sight
for weeks.
Fortunately this year has been a little
different with good rains throughout most of
the summer allowing us to keep our water

supplies topped up. The milder conditions
have also meant that we have not had to do
lots of extra watering outside
of the regular nursery days.
We are fortunate to have a
very good automated sys
tem, but if the power goes
out the system cannot
operate. In a very hot and
windy spell it can mean daily
visits to the nursery to
ensure that everything is in
order as our tubestock can
dry out very quickly.
The rain has also kept our
nursery gardens in good
order and it is amazing the

number of different birds we have recorded
around the nursery, over 50 species, now the
plants have become more established.

The past few months have seen the nursery
crew busy producing lots of new plants for
the upcoming autumn planting season. We
now have a full house so have added a few
extra tables to an existing area to cater for the
growing stock, with plans in place for a new
additional stock holding area to be added in
the coming months.

As reported in the last newsletter our shade
house, which has a three panel retractable
roof, was severely damaged by a large falling
tree. Good news! The repairs to the frame
were completed before Christmas and the new
wiring and shade cloth panels were installed
last month, along with repairs to the
overhead watering. Two wire benches were
also repaired.
The cleanup took quite some time but all of
the rubbish has now been cleared away. All of
our wire benches have been reinstated; lots
had to be moved to make way for repairs
along with lots of tube stock.

On a final note I would like to thank Sam
Schouten for all of his hard work in
producing such a fine newsletter, over a
number of years. Not an easy task when you

are dealing with timelines and contributors
who sometimes need a little friendly
prompting to get there articles and photos in
on time. Thanks!

Your donations are very important to us and we would like to thank and
acknowledge the following for their recent donations;
Emerald Primary School (grades 3 & 4); Gillian Rayner; Alan Hayward; Taylen
Roberts and JamieLee Campbell (students Macclesfield Primary); Susan
McVeigh; Alison Sigley
Thank you to all the members who donated to last year’s project, the laundry
upgrade to better support the supplementary feeding program.
This will go ahead shortly and we are looking for someone to do the renovation.
Please see the advert for further information.
We would also like to acknowledge the ongoing and valuable contribution of
mealworms for the supplementary feeding program from 'Pisces Enterprises',
Brookfield Queensland – they have been a greatly appreciated by the burgeoning
population of fledglings in the reserve.
Don’t forget if you shop at IGA in Seville you can nominate the Friends on your
community benefits cards and 0.5% of your shopping dollars will be directed
towards us.

Mainly seed collection to report on this time
around, with our summer birds for a
backdrop, of course.

We arrived for the Reveg Day of the 14th of
December to find the grass still green after
the good rains we had earlier. Consequently,
the weeds had bounced back and we spent a

little time removing some of them before the
main task of the day, which was seed
collection. So we went to Woori Yallock Creek
and headed downstream, looking for Prickly
Moses in the reveg plots.
We were pleased to find some at our first
stop. Collecting this seed is so often a case of
good timing, or good luck. As we worked, we
had the birds for company; among them

Whitethroated Treecreeper, Blackfaced
Cuckooshrike, Yellowfaced Honeyeater and
Reed Warbler. We also saw a pair of Little
Corellas in the same giant Manna Gum they
were in on the 14th of September. It made me
wonder if they had nested there but I could
see no evidence of young ones.
After a fairly successful collection of Prickly
Moses from a number of plants, we turned
and headed upstream til we reached the Up

and Downs. Here we collected Snowy Daisy
bush, again, arriving at just the right time to
find the bushes covered in seed. A Flycatcher
(Leaden or Satin?) called from up in the
Messmates and a Rufous Whistler drowned
out all other sound with his call from a
nearby gully. I often wonder if birds go deaf,
particularly Cockatoos. When we finished, we
had a late lunch cum Works Group
Christmas do, and afterwards didn’t feel too
guilty about not going out again in the late af
ternoon.

On the 4th of January we continued our seed
collection. First we went to Roma Hill,
looking, unsuccessfully, for Late Black Wattle
seed. The trees up here are in really bad
shape after most of them died in the drought.
Back down the hill to Parslows Bridge where
we found only a tiny amount of Silver Wattle.
It doesn’t seem to have had a good year,
perhaps due to rain when it was flowering.
Another disappointment when we collected
Native Hemp Bush, much of the seed had
already gone, early this year.

Moving downstream, we collected some Tree
Violet seed, much more would be ripe later
on, although the birds were already
harvesting it themselves, they love this one!
Next was the often overlooked Native
Elderberry (not the same as Elderberry
Panax).

We had collected from this patch in previous
years but I thought it had died out in the
drought. Very pleased to see it has recovered
and is bearing good fruit. There is always
some interesting bird life to see here, Rufous
Fantail, Wood Duck and Olivebacked Oriole
were among the goodies today. We finished
here with Purplesheath Tussock Grass, a
plant that seems to like open spaces under
large trees. Maybe that makes it incompatible
with dense shrubs like Prickly Currant Bush.
Back at the house for lunch, a small,
insignificant, blown down branch of Green
Scentbark yielded a heap of seed. In the
afternoon, we set out to collect Hazel
Pomaderris from the reveg plots.
We headed down Shaw Rd and downstream,
collecting quite a bit. One of our searches
took us to the creek. In a still, sunlit pool we
saw two small Brown Trout near the surface,
tails waving in the gentle current and
occasionally rising to take an insect.
To cap the moment off, a blast of colour, an
Azure Kingfisher flew up the creek and past
us. Magic...

and will have to keep a closer
eye on it. While there, we did
Arriving at the Nursery on
find a decent amount of
the 8th of February, I was
Tassel Sedge so we collected
pleased to see a Common
that too. Next we headed
Sunday 8 March
Bronzewing and hear a
around to the Depot where
Sunday 12 April
Striped Marsh Frog calling
the local Manna Gums are
Sunday 10 May
from the bath tubs set up for
living up to their name, the
Sunday 14 June.
water plants. We headed out
ground and vegetation below
this morning to Parslows
them covered with sticky
All start at 10.00am at the
Bridge where we continued
exudates. Bell Miners,
Nursery and are
the collection of the now ripe
Pardalotes and Honeyeaters
automatically cancelled on
Tree Violet. Again, we had a
called from the tree tops.
days of Total Fire Ban.
Rufous Fantail in attendance
Their numbers don’t seem
and heard a small wallaby
much increased from normal
bouncing around behind us
but there must be a super
but didn’t see it. On the way
abundance of food up there.
back, we collected a small
We collected Austral Clematis, a fluffy seed,
quantity of Muttonwood, most of which had
sticky from the Manna Gums above it. Then
shed a little early this year.
we spent a bit of time on Prickly Currant
Here we found an empty nest. About 1.8m off
the ground, on the edge of
the Muttonwood, not well
hidden. A cup nest,
suspended from the rim. Well
built, strong and deep for its
diameter (8cm). The outside
well decorated with moss.
Possibly a Yellowfaced
Honeyeater or maybe a
Silvereye.

New Reveg Dates

We also collected three dead
root masses and the bags
they were grown in that some
thoughtful person had
thrown in the creek.
Although floating, they were
water logged, very heavy and
difficult extractions. Got two
from a log across the creek
and the third from a steep bank, which nearly
saw me go in head first when the weight of
the bag changed my point of balance for the
worse! Back at the car park we picked up a
full garbage bag that someone had thrown
over the fence into the bush.
After lunch we went to the Vim Alley wetland
where we collected a small quantity of Leafy
Flat Sedge. We always seem to miss this one

Bush, a fiddly but relaxing shrub to work
with. We collected quite a bit but as usual,
there was plenty more. As we worked, an
Olivebacked Oriole called from over near Ken
Simpson’s reveg plot. Moving on, we collected
Victorian Christmas Bush, working carefully
only to take the ripe seed. Next we pulled out
a big Ragwort (weed), carefully containing the

fluffy seeds that were about to fly.
Further on, out in a paddock, more were
growing, I later found out Bruce Quin had
made arrangements to have these treated.
Thanks Bruce!
We walked on a ways, past the fallen tree
with the Wombat hole and came across a
mixed feeding flock with Yellow Robin, Grey
Fantail, Superb Fairywren, New Holland,
Yellowfaced, Whiteeared and Whitenaped
Honeyeaters and Redbrowed Finch. With the

Finch, there were some darkbeaked
juveniles, some of which were developing the
greenish mantle feathers of the Redbrowed
but others appeared smaller, plumper and
darker. For a while, I thought these might be
Beautiful Firetail but alas, closer observation
revealed otherwise. Another case of wishful
thinking! We turned around here and back at
Middle Creek were fortunate to see three
Rufous Fantails in the dense Blackwoods,
fluttering out and showing their colours in
the late afternoon light.

We have all the ideas in
place and a basic plan.
Now we are looking for a
tradie – a cabinet maker or
carpenter or perhaps even a
good handyman to help us
realize the Laundry upgrade.

So if you have one in the family or as a friend
or have used someone lately you would like to recommend please
let the Friends Secretary Marita Hanigan know
either in person or via the office email or phone.

Quite a few 'Friends' come together once
a week to work in the Nursery, starting
what may become stately trees or lovely
blooming bush.
On this page we show you every issue a

shining example of what all that toil and
trouble can lead to.
Today we have choosen the lovely:
Pink Flower (Persicaria decipiens)
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